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Identification of Enhancers and Promoters
in the Genome by Multi-Dimensional Scaling

Ryo Ishibashi1,a) Y-h,Taguchi1,b)

Abstract: The position of the enhancers on genomic DNA remains poorly understood. During phase of
cell division cycle, since genome forms chromatin structure and spreads within the nucleus, can not observe
chromosomes. There is method called Hi-C (High - throughput chromosome conformation capture) that
measures physical interaction of genomes. In previous studies, DNA extrusion loops were directly derived
from Hi-C heat maps. In this paper, we show that MDS (Multi-Dimensional Scaling) can be used to locate
enhancers and promoters more precisely.

1. Introduction

In order for cells to utilize genetic information, many

genes must be expressed in a coordinated manner. The

accessibility of genomic information depends on how the

DNA is packed into chromatin. Chromatin is the basis for

a variety of biological processes, including the regulation of

the cell cycle and the replication, repair, and maintenance of

DNA [2]. There is a region called euchromatin that consists

of DNA that has a relatively loose genomic structure.

The loose structure allows RNA polymerase and other

proteins involved in transcription to DNA. It is also known

that enhancers and promoters can be approached in the

euchromatin region in order to form DNA loops. Gene

expression is controlled by promotors located near the gene

and gene regulatory sites called enhancers located from

the gene. However, how these interact with each other to

regulate gene expression remain understood. Hi-C analyze

the 3D structure of a genome by detecting genomic regions

that are spatially close to each other using Next Generation

Sequencing (NGS) [3]. The conventional method led to an

approximation of the genome structure from the Hi-C heat

map [4]. In this paper, we show that it is possible to locate

enhancers and promotors by applying Multi-Dimensional

Scaling (MDS) .

2. Data and Methods

2.1 Multi-Dimensional Scaling

MDS is the method that reproduces the original location

of objects from the distance data between objects. The

principle is as follow. Consider an N × P data matrix

X = (xij), N data oi = (xi1, xi2, ...., xiP ). Then consider
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theN×N matrixB = XXt and theN×N distance matrix

D = (||oi − oj ||) created from X. Futhermore, we define

D(2) as the matrix of all components of the distance matrix

D squared, and multiply D(2) by the N ×N centralization

matrix J(= E − 1
N 1) from both sides.

−1

2
JD(2)J t = −1

2
J{diag(XXt)1− 2XXt − 1 diag(XXt)}J t

= JXXtXt = JX(JX)t

= X∗X∗t = Bcen

(1)

X∗ is the centered data matrix and Bcen is the inner

product matrix obtained from the centered data matrix.
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G is the orthogonal matrix of the inner matrix Bcen.

From the (1) and (3)

X∗ = Gt
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(4)

From the above, we can find the original coordinates.

2.2 Hi-C data

The Hi-C dataset is a useful and powerful tool for

understanding how chromatin is organized in the nucleus

to effectively carry out its biological functions; that is, it

allows us to examine the physical interaction of DNA loops.

We downloaded 8 Hi-C data during cell cycles : 0 min

(Prometaphase) and 35 min (Anaphase/Telophase), 60 min

(Cytokinesis), 90 min, 120 min, 180 min, 240 min, 360 min

(G1) from Series GSE141067 [3]. In this study, we analyzed

Hi-C data with a resolution of 50 kbp, and found that the

genomic long-range interactions were reshaped from 60 min

and completed in 90 min - 120 min [3]. We assigned to

the missing values the average number of Hi-C detections

for each distance between genomic coordinates. In addition,

because the Hi-C data handled in this study had a large

difference between the number of detections with a far

distance between coordinates and the number of detections

with a close distance, the following processing was performed

dependent upon the distance between nucleotide.

dijnew =

{
dij , | i− j |≤ 5

dij × log | i− j | , | i− j |> 5
(5)

where i, j are coordinates and dij is the number of Hi-C

detections (Figs. 1 and 2). Figure 3 shows the heat map of

the Hi-C data, where the genomes are close to each other if

the number of Hi-C detections is large. In order to apply

the multi-dimensional scale construction method, the Hi-C

data was transformed as follows.

Dij =
1

dijnew
(6)

2.3 Applying MDS to the Hi-C data

I applied MDS to the distance matrix D

D = ULU t (7)

It is not clear that which column of the orthogonal matrix

U presents the desired structure. But in many cases, it

is believed that columns 2 and 3 of the orthogonal matrix

U present the desired structure. That is why, I selected

columns 2 and 3 of the orthogonal matrix U as the desired

structure. In this study, we call the structure of the

second and third columns of orthogonal matrix U a pseudo

Fig. 1 Plot of distance between coordinates versus logarithm of
Hi-C detections before adding weights

Fig. 2 Plot of distance between coordinates versus logarithm of
Hi-C detections after adding weights

chromosome.

It then acquires the euchromatin region where the enhancer

and promoter are thought to be located. Find the distance

between the coordinates of the hypothetical chromosomes

by Euclidean distance.

Ei =
√

(Ui+1,1 − Ui1)2 + (Ui+1,2 − Ui2)2 (8)

The length of the DNA loops in the euchromatin region

is not well understood, but in this study, we averaged the

Ei every 50 kbp and used it again as the distance between
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coordinates. The distance between coordinates is reduced

because it is averaged every 50 kbp. For this reason, we

included averages taken every 45 kbp, 40 kbp, 40 kbp, and

35 kbp from both sides.

Einew =


Σk

j=1Ei+j

k , i = 0, k = 5, 6, ..., 9
Σ9

j=0Ei+j

10 , i = 1, 2, ..., N − 1
Σk

j=0Ei+j

k+1 , i = N − 9, k = 8, 7, ...4

(9)

Five times the average of the distance between these genomic

coordinates, was set as the threshold, and the coordinates

of Einew above the threshold were acquired as euchromatin

regions (Fig. 5).

2.4 Enrichment analysis

I used BiomaRt to retrieve genes from the obtained

coordinates. The gene list obtained by BiomaRt is

enriched with g:profiler [11] to find functions, processes, and

transcription factors related to enhancers and promoters.

The coordinates acquired as euchromatin regions were

subjected to enrichment analysis using g:profiler.

3. Result

3.1 Hypothetical chromosomes.

The heat map of the Hi-C data after organizing the Hi-C

data by (5) is shown in Fig. 3. Pairs with large values in the

matrix mean that they are region pairs with high contact

probability. MDS was applied to the Hi-C data, and the

resulting tentative chromosomes are shown in Fig. 4. Then,

the euchromatin region was acquired.

Fig. 3 Heat map of Hi-C data after adding weighting

Finally, the obtained euchromatin regions were subjected

to enrichment analysis using g:Profiler. The results are

shown in Table 1. The functions and processes involved

in transcription were obtained.

Fig. 4 Plot of hypothetical chromosomes 18 (0 bp - 86000 kbp)

Fig. 5 Distance plot between coordinates (The red line is the
threshold.)

CREB3 (CAMP Responsive Element Binding Protein 3)

encodes a transcription factor that is a member of the

leucine zipper family of DNA binding proteins. This protein

binds to the cAMP-responsive element and regulates cell

proliferation. The mRNA expression of CREB3 was higher

in OS tissue [1]. FOXM1 is known to play an important role

in cell cycle progression, and the expression of endogenous

FOXM1 peaks at S phase and G2/M phase [5]. FOXM1

upregulation was subsequently found in the majority of

solid human cancers [6]. RARA and RAR γ are genes

involved in osteosarcoma and germ cell tumors, respectively;
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Table. 1 Results of enrichment analysis of 90 min Hi-C data by g:Profiler

source term name term id adjusted p value

GO:BP transcription preinitiation complex assembly GO:0070897 8.80E-06
GO:BP RNA polymerase II preinitiation complex assembly GO:0051123 0.000171455
GO:CC immunoglobulin complex GO:0019814 2.59E-40
GO:CC immunoglobulin complex, circulating GO:0042571 1.13E-08
GO:CC transcription factor TFIID complex GO:0005669 0.000436621
GO:CC RNA polymerase II, holoenzyme GO:0016591 0.008361059
GO:CC nuclear DNA-directed RNA polymerase complex GO:0055029 0.011479167
GO:CC DNA-directed RNA polymerase complex GO:0000428 0.012838369
GO:CC RNA polymerase complex GO:0030880 0.019811323
TF Factor: CREB3; motif: NTGCCACGTCAYCN TF:M04207 0.000406132
TF Factor: Foxm1; motif: NTGTTTRT TF:M07255 0.001192314
TF Factor: RARA; motif: GAGGTCAAAAGGTCAAKK; match class: 1 TF:M08018 1 0.018729697
TF Factor: PR; motif: NNNNNNRGNACNNKNTGTTCTNNNNNN; match class: 1 TF:M00957 1 0.028864188
TF Factor: MafG; motif: CMATGACTCAGCAGA; match class: 1 TF:M07048 1 0.033770646
TF Factor: ER-alpha; motif: TGACCYN; match class: 1 TF:M03547 1 0.039840168
TF Factor: AML2; motif: TGTGGTNNN TF:M07372 0.041987127

RAR binds to ligands as heterodimers to target response

elements.On ligand binding, the corepressors dissociate

from the receptors and associate with the coactivators

leading to transcriptional activation. In the absence

of ligand, the RXR-RAR heterodimers associate with a

multiprotein complex containing transcription corepressors

that induce histone deacetylation, chromatin condensation

and transcriptional suppression [7]. MAFG (v-maf avian

musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma oncogene homolog G) is a

small MAF protein belonging to the basic leucine zipper

(bZIP) family of transcription factors. It is known that

MAFG overexpression is important for osteosarcoma cell

growth [9]. AML2 (RUNX Family Transcription Factor 3) is

a Protein Coding gene. It is known that down-regulation of

AML2 occurs in the early stages of the carcinogenic process

[10].

4. Discussion

In existing studies, the 3D structure of the genome

and DNA extrusion loops have been obtained only from

Hi-C heat maps [4]. It is obvious that the higher the

resolution of Hi-C, the more difficult it is to obtain complex

DNA interactions from heat maps. MDS can reproduce

DNA extrusion loops with simple matrix factorization. As

evidence of this, as shown in the results, we have obtained

many transcription factors involved in transcription and

cancer, including osteosarcoma. However, in this study, we

projected the genome to two dimensions instead of three.

This is a fault of MDS in that it is not clear which column

of the orthogonal matrix reproduces the desired structure.

Of course, since DNA extrusion loops are thought to exist

in the orthogonal direction of the two-dimensional plane

we considered, we believe that analyzing them in three

dimensions is a future task.
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